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Refrigerated box
Light Duty
This box body is specially
designed for light duty vehicles.
This model achieves maximum
payload thanks to its lightness,
whilst keeping with strength and
endurance. This perfect mix is
possible by blending top quality
materials with a cutting-edge
design.

Antisliding floor finish, made in polyester fibre, in bodies intended for raw food
transport, like meat or fish. An integral fibre-like layer comprising floor and
kickplate’s surface gives strength and watertightness, this combined with drains and
stainless-steel channels, allows fast and easy cleaning as well. This application
obviously implies a significant increase in service life of the product.
Option: Stainless steel rear
frame, bright finish, with double
door and external locks.

Handles for
comfortable
access.

It is possible to add different
accessories and options adapting
to customer’s needs. Moreover,
experienced professional advice is
offered in this regard, backed by 30
years of experience in the sector.

Customized
rear plate .
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New design with plain profiles:
light, aerodynamic and elegant.

Refrigerated Box

This model is available for
any tonnage and dimensions
are customized. In addition,
we can offer a range of
cooling machines, or proper
advice for choosing the best
option in the market.

Heavy Duty
Its strong design is aimed at
standing adverse weather
conditions, as well as assuring
endurance and security of the
load in transport.

Option: Cooling equipment.

Featuring top quality materials
and a robust look, its structure is
planned for protecting and
insulating the inside from
extreme temperatures, both
low and high, and guarantees
maintaining the cold chain at
every moment.
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ECOTRANS: Patented system
for germicidal treatment and
decontamination of the inside
of the bodies: It is an innovative
material with antiseptic properties
when combined with ultraviolet light.
Reinforced
front wall.

Option:
Side guards.

Option:
Mudguards.

Option:
Customized side
plates.
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Aluminium

Option:

One of the most
appreciated options is
the Italian omega
profiles. They allow to
combine the vertical
reinforcements with an
efficient lashing system
all at once.

Model X

This box body is made in
aluminium sheet with internal
omega shaped reinforcements.
This model grants maximum
lightness at a very competitive
price.
Although it applies for diverse uses,
the most common one is the
transport furniture or similar. For
this purpose, available options
range from protection elements to
different lashing solutions, which
grant the correct fastening of this
type of load.
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Option: 3rd brake light.

Option:
Reflective tape, V23 sign.

Sliding roof.

Option: Rear frame in galvanized steel powder-coated
with double sandwich doors and recessed locks.

Option: Side warning lights.

T-style door holdbacks.

Polyester

Option: All our models can
be combined with polyester
or sandwich panel roof with
different lighting options.

Model Z/ZR
This is one of the most versatile models in this catalogue, performing
brilliantly in almost any application. Two versions are available:
2mm polyester sheet and 3mm reinforced polyester sheet.
It accounts two major features: lightness and costeffective price. It is slightly more expensive than
aluminium; conversely, repair works result easier and
cheaper on it.

Rubber
sealings.

Side walls are made of one-piece
polyester sheet, reinforced with
fiberglass. In addition, internal
vertical omega shaped
reinforcements in steel or aluminium
give the body its structure and
strength.
The polyester used in this model is
manufactured in one entire sheet
to avoid strains and waves typical
of the polyester rolls. This building
procedure adds a structural plus
and a smooth external look.

Option:
Plataforma
elevadora.

Option:
Luton.

Option: Wood
strips.

Option:
Lashing tube.

Option:
Access step.

Option:
Single side door in
sandwich panel with
aluminium frame.
Overall weight of the
set: 30kg.
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Sandwich
Model W/WR/W40

Side and front walls are made of
Liderfoam panels. This model features
lightness and strength at the same time,
becoming suitable for vehicles up to 26
tonnes.

The full body can be personalized as
the manufacture of our own panels
allows to insert different
reinforcements, channels or recessed
elements in the panels. Another
possible application of this model, as
its panels contain an insulating foam
core, is the isothermal transport,
when products require light
insulation inside the body, such as
bread, confectionery and flowers.

Three variants are available
depending on the characteristics of
the load: the basic set—up, with
Liderfoam 30mm panels (W), a
reinforced version with outer face of
panels in polyester 2.5mm (WR) and a
third version with panels 40mm thick
(W40). Ask for the most convenient for
your needs.

Option: Rear top
flap with rain gutter.

Option: External
lashing rail.

Option: Double side
door in sandwich panel.

Option:
Telescopic bar.

Among available options lighting is
the most popular, with the latest
LED strip with motion sensor and
suitable for dry or refrigerated
cargo. It is possible to include
different internal lining and
protections as well as cargo tracks
for securing the load.
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Option: Customized mud flaps.

Option: Protection
kickplates.

Side and front walls are made of
Liderfoam panels 18mm. This model
keeps the same profile system which,
combined with our own panels and
polyester, delivers outstanding
strength and endurance without
compromising lightness and our
characteristic elegant look.

Another relevant option is our
new sliding side door, suitable
for being installed in bodies
with the maximum width, as
they do not have any salient
element. Moreover, it includes
aluminium frame, which
reduces weight considerably.
As in the rest of our models, it
is possible to install a wide
range of lashing solutions,
protections, side doors or
even windows, among others.

Regulations about weight are
becoming more and more strict,
although this model keeps
compliance with them as it is the
lightest body in the market. This is
perfect for your 3.5 to. vehicle, if you
seek for maximizing loading
capacity or want to build our bodies
on electrical or gas-powered vehicles.

Sandwich
18mm
Model E
Allourbodieshavetwo-year
warranty.
Rear frame in aluminium powdercoated white with double
sandwich doors and recessed
locks.

The lightest in the market.
If you need extra
protection, this
model can be
combined with a
plywood front wall.

Option: Toolbox.

Special bottom beam for installing tail lift.
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Plywood
Model J, K

Option: Rubber
bumpers.
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Option:Retractable
ladder.

If you look for a stronger and
more robust box for heavy or
aggressive use, you should go for
this. Sides and front walls are
made in Liderwood, high-strength
quality panels with wood core and
outer faces in polyester.

There are two options available
depending on the tonnage and
dimensions of the chassis: one
lighter in 14mm panel and a
reinforced version in 17mm panel.
In addition, you can get the body
full equipped with all the options
available.
Option: Rain gutter in
side-door.

Wide range of colours available.
Ask for yours.

We have different systems for
rear monitoring depending on the
features of the chassis or the
customer’s needs. Loading and
unloading get easier with this tool,
but increased security is the main
benefit of this type of devices.

There is an attractive option
available with different shutter
models in wood, aluminium, or even
insulating models. As well as a rich
portfolio of spoilers to fit any vehicle.
Ask for your preference.

Option: Rear frame in
galvanized steel powdercoated white with double
door and external locks.

Plywood
Model Q
Made in Liderwood panel 20mm
with robust profiles which build a
really strong and compact
body. For this reason, this model
is particularly suitable for vehicles
over GVW 12.000kg. Same solid
position that it holds against its
competitors in the market.

One-piece profiles,
for extra endurance.

Option: Bottom
beam extension,
suitable for taillift fitting.

Option: Customized
side protections.
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Low Cost
Model Ex

This model is specially designed
for big fleets, as it is affordable as
well as light and strong. The
walls are in Liderfoam 17mm, with
extruded polystyrene core and
polyester in the external faces.

Another singular feature is the
colour of the profiles, natural
aluminium, which make repair
costs lower. The door hardware
is galvanized steel with special
treatment applied for rust
prevention.

This way, price is reduced without
compromising quality of the
product. Most of the big
transport companies around
the world already rely on this
model for building up their
fleets.

Option: Especial profiles in
aluminium natural colour.
Option: Spoiler
or wind deflector.

Option:
Tail-lift.
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Option: Side guards.

Any type of lashing rails
combination is possible. Here
above, we can see some external
rails on the walls and some others
embedded in the floor. Thanks to
in-house production we can add
whatever reinforcement, channel
or lashing system you need to your
order. In addition, we hold all test
approvals and certificates which
prove their resistance.

Side-flaps
combinations for
street selling

You design your own body. Let us know about
your needs and we will make it come true.

Lately, this kind of bodies are becoming increasingly
popular to bring business closer to customers and
broaden horizons of your company. Liderkit brings about
this opportunity with a tailor-made design adapted to
the customer’s needs and top-quality options which
deliver fine professional performance. These
complements range from broad flaps for allowing full
opening and inside-view to wide storage shelves. This is a
result of long and fruitful experience gotten along more
than 30 years developing projects together with our
customers.

Option: Rear frame with embedded lights and access step.

These vehicles are growing in
demand. Chassis are lower than usual
to make easy loading and
unloading and avoiding access steps.
Plancher vehicles are normally used
for last-mile or home delivery in
cities and urban areas (for example,
big supermarket chains) and, thanks
to their size, they reach all the corners
and allow effective and fast
distribution of goods.

Access to this kind of vehicles is
easy and smooth thanks to its
design. These units include a
self-supporting floor with
integrated crossmembers, which
adapts to any chassis.

Option: Tailor-made wheel arch.
Option: Electric locks.

Plancher
vehicles

Option: Internal wheel covers in kit or assembled.
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Sliding-curtain
Model T
The sliding sides count on
curtains and locking
plates for ensuring fast
and effective loading/
unloading from sides in
urban areas.
With the new model, the
side opening broadens a
15% to maximize loading
capacity and improve
access to full length of the
body.

For extra high units,
this model includes
double locking system.

Many colours available
for the curtains.

Drop-side kit
Modelo BAT
The drop side kit is
designed on 3 essential
guidelines: lightness,
elegance and durability.

There are multiple options for
completing this model, from access
step to tubular structures on chassis.
Ask for the best choice.
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It counts on an integral
aluminium structure, which may
be personalized.
It may also include the
company’s logo laser engraved
at the front.

Car recovery units
Model PC
It is aimed at road assistance
and car transport. There are
two version, one in steel and
another in aluminium. The last
one improves lightness without
losing other essential
properties such as
resistance and workability.

Custom-made design with
excellent finish and extended
working life. Giving outstanding
performance in every work.
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Liderfoam

®

Thickness range:
18mm to 100mm

3

4

7

5

These panels made inhouse have exclusive
properties such as
lightness, versatility and
insulation.
They have two main
components: faces in
polyester reinforced with
fiberglass and an insulating
foam core.

New model of
special trailer
Prepared for loading up to
40kg, what shows unbeatable
strength and durability in the
market. One of their competitive
benefits is that the longest piece
is 13.600 x 2.700mm, made in
only one piece, without joints
or junctures.
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Insulating foam core in extruded
polystyrene or polyurethane.
1

2

Wide range of thicknesses available.

3

Polyester faces.

4

Resistance to UV radiation.

External faces reinforced with
fiberglass.
5

Possible extra reinforcements in inner
face.
7 Different colours available for
polyester.
6
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Wooden core.

2

Wide range of thicknesses

available.
3
3
5
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Polyester faces.
Resistance to UV radiation.
External faces reinforced

Liderwood®
Thickness range:
14mm to 30mm
Our own produced panels grant
special features such as strength
and durability, composed by
external faces in polyester and a
wooden core in the middle.

with fiberglass.
6 Different colours available
for polyester.

1

2

A broad array of options is available
for kickplates, lashing rails or
interior lining to improve quality and
safety in bodies.
Ask for the most suitable accessories
for your body, and if it does not exist,
we can even develop it for you.

Options:
Kickplates and
lashing rails
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Floors
There are various possibilities for bodies
flooring available: phenolic floor,
insulating floor or self-supporting floor.
With different top finish layers:
» Polyester barley corn.
» Aluminium barley corn.
» Polyester antislip.
» Phenolic board.
» Polyester fibre applied
manually.

Subframes
Liderkit has 3 models of
subframe available
depending on the
chassis tonnage and
requirements.

It is also possible to make
a tailored cutting of the
floor like in vans.

Liderkit produces the polyester in
house with different thicknesses
and colours. It’s manufactured in
roll but also in sheets.

Ultralight subframe.
The lightest
Hybrid subframe.
Combines lightness
and strength

All these subframes are
tailor-made and designed
to be completely screw
mounted to guarantee a fast
and effective assembly.
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Galvanized subframe.
The strongest

The subframes are shipped
completely packed on a pallet. This
allows easy loading/unloading as
well as space-saving storage.

Special
Projects
Special projects

Mobile emergency unit

Special towing units

Mobile workshops

Kitchen or catering units

Off-road trucks

Fire brigade equipment

Car transport units

Mobile unit for toplevel sports

Aircraft supply units

Army vehicles

Trucks with tarpaulins

Adapted units for people with
reduced mobility

In addition to the wide
array of models and
bodies for transport,
Liderkit also designs
and produces bodies
with specialized
applications aimed at
working out any kind
of task or situation.

Sliding side panels

Medical Units

EV for last-mile service
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Handling and
storage

Aftersales
service

Liderkit bodies are delivered in
kit or assembled.
For the units delivered in kit,
they are placed on a big rack,
which makes loading/unloading
fast and easy. This also favours
storage of a big deal of kits in
small space.

One of the key strengths of
Liderkit is the customer service
and aftersales follow-up. There is
a highly qualified staff with long
experience in the sector devoted
to give all kind of technical and
commercial advice. The main goal
is to meet all customers’ needs
and expectations in full.
Liderkit’s aftersales is one of the
fastest in the sector, with top
efficiency as every kit is identified
with a serial number in the system
which allow immediate access to
complete information and reports
about manufacture. Moreover,
Liderkit is skilled to deliver parts
or repair material in 48h in any
corner of the world.
ventas@liderkit.com
export@liderkit.com
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An exhausting process followed in exportations to more than 48 countries in the five
continents around the world, to achieve delivery in excellent conditions.

CERTIFICATIONS
Liderkit has certifications and international homologations for
meeting standards and regulations in different countries around
the globe.
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Photocatalytic + Bactericide
effect MICROAL test approval
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Food safety
UNE-EN 1186-3

Quality certificate
EN ISO 14001
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Quality certificate
EN ISO 9001
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Resistance of body structure
in vehicles UNE-EN 12642

MPORT
CO
A

Resistance of lashing
rails in vehicles
UNE-EN 12640

IS

9
O3
7 9 5:1 9 8

Burning
behaviour ISO
3795:1989

Production Conformity
Certification issued by
the UCA

Innovative SME Award by
the Ministry of Economy
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Our bodies are present in the 5 continents!

Polígono Industrial Guadiel
Avenida Linares, 17
23210, Guarromán (Jaén)
Telephone: 953 67 80 41

www.liderkit.com
ventas@liderkit.com
export@liderkit.com

